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ABSTRACT 
 The work presented in this study analyses the theoretical modeling and 
experimentation of laser-assisted heating of plasmonic nanofluids (PNFs) in a 
microchannel for accurate, efficient, and ultra-fast heating of a microdroplet. 
Suspended plasmonic nanoparticles exhibit strong light absorption and scattering upon 
the excitation of localized surface plasmons (LSPs), resulting in intense and rapid 
photothermal heating. Several multiple stepped computational models were utilized to 
theoretically characterize and verify the laser-assisted heating behavior of gold 
nanoshells (GNS) and gold nanorod (GNR) plasmonic nanofluid droplets in a 
microchannel. From the experimental investigation, a full range of controllable steady-
state temperatures, room temperature to 100°C, are confirmed to be achievable for the 
780nm-tuned plasmonic nanofluid. Droplet fluid heating is verified to occur as a result 
of LSP excitation, in time scales of a second, and to be repeatable over many cycles. 
Additionally, the significance and effects of parameters in the process, such as 
nanoparticle structure, volumetric concentration, microchannel depth, and laser power 
density are established. The obtained results in this research may be integrated into 
other existing microfluidic technologies and biological techniques, such as the 
polymerase chain reaction, where accurate and ultra-fast heating of microdroplets in a 
microchannel can greatly improve efficiency.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 Lab-on-a-chip (LOC) technology has led to pivotal progress over the decades 
in the down-scaling of mechanical fluid handling devices. These microfluidic 
technologies have been widely utilized across many fields of study in the development 
of both common and unorthodox applications. Often, many of these same applications 
require additional heating and cooling processes to be carried out that have been, 
historically, relatively inefficient and inaccurate [1]. These inefficiencies have existed 
as a bottleneck in the numerous biological applications specifically catered to by 
microfluidics. However, the advent of nanotechnology has brought about a surge of 
new, novel, and ground-breaking improvements on countless hurdles in past 
technology. One such improvement, where great potential exists for enhanced thermal 
performance in microfluidic technology, can be easily realized with suspended 
plasmonic nanoparticles, or plasmonic nanofluids (PNFs)[2].  
 Plasmonic nanoparticles exhibit strong light absorption upon the excitation of 
localized surface plasmons (LSP), resulting in efficient, intense, and rapid heating of 
the PNFs [2,3,4]. LSPs result from the confinement of the surface plasmon phenomena 
in a particle that is on the order of, or smaller than, its own LSP excitation wavelength. 
Upon LSP excitation, the loosely-bound outer electron charge cloud within the particle 
enters an oscillating state, or resonance, resulting from the balancing of the incoming 
photon energy and the restoring force of the atomic nucleus. The wavelength at which 
this LSP phenomenon occurs is very highly dependent on several factors such as: 
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material, geometry, and local electric fields. For these reasons, plasmonic 
nanoparticles can be selectively tailored to specific wavelengths of light and thus 
possess the capacity to be used in a very wide range of applications.[3,4] 
 One of the microfluidic applications where this enhanced thermal performance 
from plasmonic heating can be easily outlined, is in the Polymerase Chain Reaction 
[5]. PCR is a highly utilized biochemical technology to amplify segments of DNA 
across several orders of magnitude in a relatively short period of time. It has birthed a 
multi-billion dollar industry and is widely used in many fields of study and 
applications, such as: virus detection, diseases diagnosis, forensics, vaccine 
development, etc. [5] The process, itself, involves multiple steps of quick and precise 
heating and cooling to very specific temperatures over many repeated cycles. Current 
conventional systems used for PCR can achieve this, albeit through a generally 
complex and expensive design [1]. These conventional systems typically are equipped 
with thermoelectric heaters and coolers which generate relatively low heating/cooling 
rates and non-uniform temperature distributions; resulting in great inefficiencies and 
thus longer processing times.  
 It is in applications such as PCR, where the benefits of enhanced thermal 
performance by optical methods become very clear. Integration of photothermal 
processes here is highly favorable, as these methods only target the PCR droplets and 
do not collaterally waste energy and time heating/cooling the LOC device, like the 
conventional thermoelectric devices. Furthermore, these new photothermal designs 
possess potential for even faster heating/cooling rates and can improve efficiency still 
yet[1,4,6,7]. While some other optical heating methods have found success in 
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improving LOC technology used for PCR [8-12], plasmonic heating still offers equal 
or greater potential.   
 This work specifically aims to demonstrate, both computationally and 
experimentally, the laser-assisted heating of a plasmonic nanofluid microdroplet in a 
microchannel for controllable, accurate, rapid, and effective heating of the medium. 
From this investigation, we anticipate to find a full range of controllable temperatures, 
room temperature to boiling, to be achievable for a 780-nm-tuned PNF. We expect to 
effectively verify that this fluid heating truly occurs as a result of LSP excitation, in 
time scales of milliseconds, and to be fully repeatable over time. Additionally, we will 
verify the importance and effects of parameters in the process, such as volumetric 
concentration, microchannel depth, and laser power density. The obtained results in 
this research will be evaluated for their viability of integration into other existing 
microfluidic technologies and biological techniques, such as the Polymerase Chain 
Reaction, where quick and accurate heating may greatly improve efficiency. 
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CHAPTER 2 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 Accurately heating the fluids within microfluidic devices in a controllable 
manner is an extremely important topic in many LOC-based applications. These  
processes may require temperature homogeneity or gradients for their specific 
purposes, however both cases aim for the highest accuracy and repeatability as 
possible. Notable applications that heavily rely on this features of microfluidics in the 
areas of physics, chemistry, and biotechnology are: Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) 
[13-16], Temperature Gradient Focusing for Electrophoresis (TGF) [17], protein 
crystallization [18], solution mixing [19], and optofluidic guidance[20]. While many 
various heating techniques have emerged in recent years to improve these 
applications, they each demonstrate different advantages and drawbacks when 
concerned with terms of accuracy, cost, ease of integration, type of control, etc.  
 The vast majority of microfluidic heating or cooling methods are carried out 
through contact-based external elements such as Joule heaters or Peltier devices. Often 
these elements are bonded directly to the surface of the microfluidic chip, but are 
sometimes embedded within the device as well. Contemporary contact-based 
microfluidic [21,22,16] and capillary-action devices [15] developed for batch PCR 
applications achieve maximum heating/cooling ramp rates of ~10°C/sec [23,24]. Some 
claims to ramp rates as high as 30-40°C/sec have been made, albeit through highly 
complicated channel designs, utilizing micro-embedded elements with low yields 
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[21,14,25]. Furthermore, the common practice of using PDMS substrates tends to 
cause heating/cooling inefficiencies as its thermal conductivity rests relatively low. 
 Conversely, there are a number of studied and utilized optical methods in 
microfluidic heating and cooling as well. These noncontact-based techniques are often 
considered preferable as they generally aim to heat only the fluid inside rather than an 
external device and dissipate heat outward into the medium. This is highly 
advantageous, because resources are used more efficiently in these processes by using 
less energy and time that would otherwise, conventionally, be wasted in 
heating/cooling the microfluidic device as well. It has been found that when compared 
to conventional techniques, enhanced thermal cycling and faster reaction rates can be 
achieved [1]. 
  The first of these methods is microwave dielectric heating with time-varying 
electric fields (from 3-20 GHz) [10-12]. It can be designed to be spatially selective 
thanks to miniaturized elements and waveguide configurations and has been shown to 
be successful in PCR [10] and heating of biological cells [12]. Microwave heating 
methods have so far found best use in PCR applications when compared to 
conventional techniques when working with volumes of 2.5-15mL. It is at this scale, 
with reduced surface area to volume ratios, that conventional techniques greatly lose 
their efficiency.  
 A second optical method that has been utilized is infrared laser heating using 
aqueous solutions [8,9]. This method has gained interest because of the cheap cost and 
reliability of the modern laser diode; its the extremely small spatial resolution and 
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highly precise control as a heat source is very well suited to even the smallest droplet 
sizes employed in microfluidic devices. Kim et al. [8] found that a de-focused 1.46μm 
wavelength laser diode could be utilized to heat nanoliter-sized liquid water droplets 
with sub-1°C accuracy in order to successfully perform a real-time PCR. This 
wavelength was chosen ad hoc as water absorbs extremely strongly in this specific 
infrared spectrum. 
 The third optical method that has been pursued for use in microfluidics is the 
utilization of the specialized nanoparticles to enhance optical heat generation. This 
method can further be divided into two sub-categories: non-plasmonic and plasmonic 
heating.  Non-plasmonic heating is very simply achieved through broad absorption of 
incident light from a highly energetic source (i.e. laser); carbon nanoparticle structure 
mixtures are most exemplary in this sub-category. Many studies have found that these 
mixtures are very efficient photothermal converters, especially keen for solar-thermal 
applications [26,27]. Additionally, exploitation of the enhancing effects on the 
effective fluid thermal conductivity [28] by noble metal nanoparticle mixtures have 
also been successfully employed in improving PCR efficiencies [29, 30]. However, 
these enhanced thermal conductivity effects only typically become considerable at 
volumetric concentrations of >1%, which can be very difficult or costly to 
manufacture for many nanoparticle structures.  
 Plasmonic heating is achieved through the excitation of LSPs in plasmonic 
nanoparticles, typically by laser. The heat produced from this phenomenon can be 
extremely intense, rapid, and localized [4,6,7]; reaching electron temperatures at the 
nanoparticle surface as high as 1270K in tens of nanoseconds have been recorded 
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[31,7]. Commonly in excessively irradiated cases, localized boiling has been observed 
in the surrounding sub-cooled fluid medium; as well as micro-thermophoresis [26] and 
nanoparticle deformation[4,31]. While many nanoparticle materials (i.e. noble metals) 
and geometries exhibit LSPs, silver and gold nanoparticle structures have been found 
particularly favorable in biological LOC-based applications because of their good bio-
compatibility, chemical stability, and easily tunable excitation wavelengths within the 
visible spectrum. 
 Plasmonic nanoparticles have found specific use in microfluidic applications 
for improved mixing techniques [32], optically driven fluid guidance and pumping in a 
microchannel [20,33], refractive index detective sensor [34], and particle trapping and 
manipulation [34,35].  Nevertheless, very little work has been significantly developed 
in the vein of controlled and accurate plasmonic heating of individual microdroplets in 
a microchannel. Furthermore, while there have been great effort towards analytical 
and computational approaches to plasmonic nanoparticle behavior [36-41], very little 
attention has been given towards pairing these solutions with FEA simulation and 
comparing with experimental results.  
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY 
3.1.0 PNF Droplet Simulation 
 3.1.1 Light Absorption and Scattering 
 The first steps aims to identify the useable wavelengths of light in the proposed 
experimental setup. This is important, as different materials provide various bands of 
light absorption and may cause difficulties in allowing the intended light to reach its 
intended target. The absorption spectrum of common and likely materials in a simple 
microchannel setup were plotted in Figure 1a. Common microchannel materials 
considered for are polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and borosiliicate glass. The 
microchannel fluids considered are water and mineral oil. Figure 1a shows that it was 
found that the range from 500-1000nm is the most promising optical window for 
experimentation, as virtually no light absorption is expected for any of these materials. 
Therefore, the QD fluorescence excitation and emission, as well as the LSPR 
wavelength should fall within this spectrum  without significant overlapping (Figure 
1b). 
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Figure 3.1 Experimental Setup Spectra - (a) Demonstrates the transmissible 
wavelengths for experimentation after overlaid absorption spectra from microchannel 
materials. (b) Normalized diagram of excitation and emission spectra confined by 
filter bands utilized in the experimental setup. 
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3.1.1.1 Spherical Nanoparticle Case: Mie Solution 
 A Mie scattering theory was numerically calculated [2,42] to identify and 
consider the absorption and scattering coefficients of commonly available plasmonic 
spherical nanoparticles (aluminium, silver, and gold)  of various dimensions and 
concentrations. The Mie scattering formulation is a specific set of solutions to 
Maxwell's equations in spherical coordinates and thus best suited for isotropic, 
homogenous, dielectric spherical particles whose size is comparable to that of the 
particular incident wavelength of light. This far-field solution of the Mie scattering 
theory is realized in terms of two scattering functions, 
        
    
       
                                                                 
 
        
       
    
       
                                                              
 
   
 
where θ is the scattering angle. The functions    and    are given by, 
          
 
    
  
                                                                 
          
 
  
  
                                                                     
where   
  are first-order Legendre polynomials. However, the prime effort in finding 
the solution to the Mie formulation is determining the coefficients    and   , 
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where              is the size parameter of particle outer radius      and index of 
refraction of water     , m is the index of refraction of the particle medium, and    
and     are related to spherical Bessel functions. 
 From these equations, the scattering and absorption cross-sections, and the 
asymmetry parameter, respectively, can be expressed in terms of    and   .  
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Commonly, these cross-section values are divided by the geometric cross-sectional 
area to give dimensionless scattering/absorption efficiency parameters,      
       
 . However, when dispersed nanoparticles are taken into consideration rather 
than single nanoparticles, a more meaningful parameter is realized in the scattering 
and absorption coefficients,  and  , 
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where        is the absorption coefficient of water and   is the volume fraction of the 
mixed nanoparticles. The coefficients can be generally expressed as summations in 
order to account for a case of multiple different nanoparticle structures in the mixture. 
 During this calculation process, consideration was given to the peak absorption 
wavelength and practicality of particle size in order to effectively optimize the 
~1000nm limited spectrum window available for the LSPR excitation, QD excitation, 
and QD emission without significant overlaps. From this process and with these 
restrictions, the best suited spherical nanoparticles in this study were determined to be 
silica-core gold nanoshells. 
3.1.1.2 Rod Nanoparticle Case: BEM Solution 
 Since the Mie scattering theory is only valid for spherical and elliptical 
particles, a boundary element method, or BEM, program called MNPBEM [43,44] 
was utilized to calculate the absorption cross-sections of GNR structures. BEM is a 
mathematically rigorous numerical computational method for solving the full 
microscopic Maxwell equations in terms of surface integrals of arbitrarily shaped 
dielectric bodies with homogenous dielectric properties. The boundary element 
method works by constructing a mesh over the modeled surface and aims to calculate 
the charges and currents that act as the sources of the induced electromagnetic fields at 
interfaces separating different media. 
Beginning with the microscopic formulation of Maxwell's equations in frequency 
domain  , 
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where       is the wavenumber of light in vacuum,            is the electric 
displacement,             is the magnetic induction,         is the electrical permitivity 
(or dielectric function), and         is the magnetic permeability; both the electric and 
magnetic fields      and      can be then expressed in terms of a scalar and vector potential 
  and     , respectively as, 
                                      
 
 
                                                        
By way of the Lorentz gauge condition, the relation             can be adopted; and 
the general solution form of these two equations, for    inside a medium  , can be 
written as, 
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where    denotes the boundary of medium       and    is the Green function of the 
wave equation, 
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where          . After rigorous employment of the boundary conditions to 
Maxwell's equations in order to calculate the continuity of surface charges and 
currents, the working equations for nonmagnetic materials (      can be derived to 
the following, 
     
                
        
                       
  
               
     
       
and 
       
                
                                              (3.18) 
where 
     
    
           ,                  
       
 ,                                    (3.19) 
                                    
               ,                                                                                                 
             
        
     
                                      
From the discretization of these equations, the resulting surface charges and currents at 
the inside and outside of the particle boundaries are finally computed.  
 On the user end, the program requires several initial parameters for successful 
computation including: generic geometric shape, particle dimensions, indices of 
refraction for all media, light spectrum, and light vector and polarization values. In the 
case of the GNR structures, the initial parameters were specified as: symmetric 
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cylinder with hemispherical caps, 10nm X 38nm, refractive indices for gold and water, 
785±10nm, and circularly polarized light both parallel and perpendicular to the 
particle axis. Ultimately, the boundary element method utilized here is able to 
compute the effective particle absorption and scattering cross-sections of the 
individual GNR. However, because the GNR is not symmetric in all spatial 
dimensions, it exhibits different absorption and scattering behavior in various 
orientations relative to the incident light. For this reason,  two BEM computations 
were done for the GNR case: first oriented perpendicular to the light vector and 
second oriented parallel with. The scattering cross-sections for these GNR structures 
were found to be significantly smaller (greater than 1 order of magnitude) in 
comparison to their absorption cross-sections; thusly, the effects of light scattering 
were assumed negligible in subsequent calculations.        
3.1.2 Monte Carlo Simulation 
 In the case of the GNS-suspended plasmonic nanofluids, the light scattering 
becomes comparable to the light absorption when the LSP is excited. Therefore, it 
cannot be neglected in determining the heat absorption behavior and the complicated 
scattering phenomena should be fully taken into consideration. A Monte Carlo 
algorithm [46] was employed to solve the radiative transport equation [47] with 
consideration of the volume scattering from the GNSs. This code was used to track the 
probabilistic 2-dimensions paths and occurrences of individual photon bundles 
entering  perpendicular to the microchannel top, through the droplet, and exiting the 
microchannel bottom. The 3rd dimension, the length of the channel, in this code was 
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assumed to be infinite for the microchannel and droplet  in order to greatly simply the 
formulation.  
 In the Monte Carlo simulation, the "drift" process (during which the photon 
bundle propagates) is treated independently from the scattering process (during which 
the photon bundle changes its 
propagation direction). It is assumed that the drift process is followed by the scattering 
process based on the scattering probability                   where   is the 
propagation length of phonon bundle calculated by                   ,    is the 
scattering coefficient of the GNS, and    is the combined absorption coefficient of the 
GNS and water. A uniform random number    is generated to satisfy        by a 
quasi-random sequence. It should be noted that the estimated L stochastically 
represents the mean-free-path (i.e., averaged propagation length) of          . In 
determining whether to accept or reject the scattering event, an addiontional uniform 
random number    is generated and compared with      ; if the value of         , 
then the ray will be scattered at the next nanoparticle encounter. Upon the scattering 
process, the post-scattering direction of the photon bundle is expressed by the polar 
angle and the azimuth angle with respect to the pre-scattering direction vector. For the 
greater simplicity, the polar angle is also stochastically determined by transforming 
the Henyey–Greenstein (H–G) scattering phase function. The azimuthal angle is 
determined by assuming that the scattering is isotropic in the azimuthal direction. It 
should be noted that the H–G scattering phase function is an approximation and cannot 
be regarded as the rigorous phase function for the light scattering from the GNS. 
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Despite this, the H–G scattering phase function provides the probability density of 
light scattering that can be seamlessly integrated with the Monte Carlo simulation.  
 Although the absorption of the GNS-based PNF is mainly due to the plasmonic 
absorption by the nanoparticles, the Monte Carlo simulation treats the whole of the 
PNF as an effective medium in which the energy of the photon bundle uniformly 
reduces by a factor of        due to volumetric absorption while traveling a distance  . 
In the event that the photon bundle reaches the bottom surface of the glass, there is no 
consideration for reflection back into the effective medium. The drift and scattering 
processes described are repeated until the photon bundle leaves the microchannel or 
99.9% of its energy is absorbed inside the PNF medium. 
 
Figure 3.2 Monte Carlo Simulation - Diagram of the methodology employed during 
the Monte Carlo simulation. 
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 All Monte Carlo simulations were run for 20 million photon bundle cases in 
wavelength increments appropriately distributed by the standard deviation of the full 
width half maximum spectrum, (FWHM) of the 785nm laser. The results of the 20 
million iterations were exported as a series of data files for  the spectral absorptance of 
each wavelength increment and across the predefined increments of the total droplet 
depth.   
3.1.3 Nanoparticle Heating 
3.1.3.1 GNS Heating 
 Determining the amount of heat generated by each GNS-based PNF droplet 
case as a result of the photon absorption was the next step taken. A script in Matlab 
was written to import and extract the spectral absorptance distribution data outputted 
by the previous Monte Carlo simulation step, as well as the initial parameters defined 
during the Mie scattering solution. First, the incident laser power,     , at the top 
surface of the droplet was calculated from spectral irradiance power density of the 
laser as, 
            
          
         
 
   
    
                                                     
where     
  
 is the incident spectral intensity flux,    is the light transmittance of the 
upper medium in the microchannel,    is laser peak wavelength, and   is the standard 
deviation with respect to the laser FWHM spectrum. Next,      was multiplied 
through with the spectral absorptance depth distribution and integrated over the full 
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laser spectrum; giving way to the volumetric laser energy absorption rate,       at each 
droplet depth increment, 
         
 
  
        
    
    
                                           
where    is the spectral absorptance depth distribution, and              . The 
results of this calculation were exported as a single data file for the volumetric heat 
generation across the predefined increments of the total droplet depth. 
3.1.3.2 GNR Heating 
 Determining the amount of heat generated by the GNR-based nanofluid was 
approached differently, because use of the Monte Carlo algorithm was restricted to 
spatially symmetric particles. A Matlab script was used to approximately convert the 
axial and lateral spectral absorption cross-sections to the averaged effective spectral 
absorption coefficient. By considering random particle orientation in 3 dimensions, the 
effective absorption cross-section at each wavelength increment can be written as, 
        
 
   
                    
   
 
                                  
where    and    are the axial and lateral absorption cross-sections, respectively. The 
function was integrated only up to     as further rotation beyond this angle would be 
redundant due to particle symmetry. The, effective spectral absorption cross-section 
values were multiplied by the number density ( ) of the GNR mixture to obtain the 
effective spectral absorption coefficients, 
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Using the obtain spectral absorption coefficient, the Beer-Lambert Law was employed 
to acquire the spectral penetration depth from, 
                
                                               
where      is the incident laser power and   is the droplet depth. It should be noted 
that the spectral penetration depth can be expressed as       
 
     
 or by defining 
the depth at which the spectral light intensity has decayed to      of its incident value. 
Since the GNR scattering effects are negligible, the spectral penetration depth values, 
can  be considered to be a reasonable approximation of the spectral absorptance 
(    across the total droplet depth. To this end, the volumetric laser energy absorption 
rate,       could then be calculated the same way as that of the GNS case. 
3.1.4 FEA Microchannel Modeling 
 To compute the thermal behavior of the microchannel systen upon 
photothermal heating, a number of finite element analysis (FEA) models were 
developed with a commercially available software package: COMSOL Multiphysics 
3.5a. The iterative solver utilized by this program can handle the complex calculations 
needed to solve both the steady-state and transient conduction heat equations in three 
dimensions. The developed FEA model was considered as a symmetric rectangular 
quarter of the microchannel system in order to reduce the rigor of computation without 
detrimentally effecting solution accuracy. Two distinct steady-state and transient 
models were constructed to study the behavior of the microchannel system under the 
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COMSOL general heat transfer module. The effects of natural convection were not 
considered in this FEA model, as the Rayleigh number was calculated to be <0.1 
indicating the conduction was the primary transfer of heat in this system. Furthermore, 
the effects of internal convection within an aqueous microdroplet of such small 
volume would produce negligible results on the overall heating behavior of the 
microchannel system.  For these reasons, only heat conduction was considered in the 
FEA models and all sub-domains were treated as effective solids.  
 Figure 3.3a shows the designed FEA model dimensions and subdomain 
conditions. It should be noted that the PNF and oil sub-domains were assumed and 
modeled as rectangular droplets; with the same cross-section dimensions as the 
microchannel. Additionally, the thermal properties of the PNF and adjacent oil phase 
were defined as that of pure liquid water and of mineral oil USP, respectively. The 
encompassing microchannel sub-domain was defined with the thermal material 
properties of common PDMS media.    
 In order to simulate the plasmonic heating behavior that occurs during laser 
irradiation, the PNF sub-domain was divided into finite slices along the z-axis and 
parallel to the xy-plane of prescribed thicknesses. Specific discretization of the PNF 
sub-domain depth was delineated by importing the volumetric heat generation result 
detailed in the previous sections. Figure 3.3b depicts a visual example of the 
methodology employed during this step. Each slice was treated as temporary sub-
domain defined with its respective calculated volumetric heat generation term. 
COMSOL could solve the  FEA model for either its steady-state or transient 
temperature solution. As shown in Figure3.3c, both COMSOL models were solved 
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using a total of 2807 tetrahedral meshing elements, with an increased refinement about 
the PNF sub-domain, and a total of 106729 degrees of freedom. 
 
Figure 3.3 COMSOL FEA Model - (a) Full FEA model in COMSOL with 
dimensions and subdomains: PDMS, water, and mineral oil USP labeled 1,2,3 
respectively. (b) The discretization process of the volumetric heat generation in the 
microdroplet. (c) Fully meshed FEA model in COMSOL. 
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 3.2.0 PNF Droplet Heating Experimentation 
3.2.1Primary Optical Setup 
 
Figure 3.4 Primary Experimental Setup - Abstraction of the full experimental setup. 
 
 The primary optical experimental setup or this study consisted of an inverted 
microscope (Olympus IX-71 ) with a modified right-side attachment port. This 
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modification allowed the separate and simultaneous illumination with excitation light 
sources for QD luminescence and photothermal heating. The primary excitation source 
for the QDs was a Mercury vapor arc lamp that was filtered to transmit light at a 450-
500nm wavelength band. This light was focused through the 10x magnification 
objective lens and onto the microscope stage. The secondary excitation source for the 
optical heating was a 785nm wavelength fiber optic  laser (B&W Tek). This laser has 
a linearly variable output power 0-450mW (0-175mW effective) and was narrowed 
through a collimator lens, a series of internal dichroic mirrors and filters, objective 
lens, and onto the microscope stage. Emission light was collected at 180° from the 
excitation light path. This light was first filtered to wavelengths only between 610-
657nm and was then detected by the 1.3MP Color CMOS camera and collected via 
USB for processing. 
The effective heating laser power     
   
 incident at the droplet was calculated to 
accommodate for the total transmission loses of the beam through the experimental 
setup. Light transmission values,  , of the laser spectrum were obtained from the 
measured manufacture's data of each part passed through and compounded. 
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3.2.2  Temperature-Fluorescence Calibration 
 All PNF solutions in these series of experiments were prepared from one of 
three different commercially available gold nanoparticle aqueous suspensions: an 60-
11nm silica core GNS solution (Nanospectra), a 10-38nm GNR solution (Nanopartz), 
and a 10-102nm GNR solution (Nanopartz).  Each gold nanoparticle solution was 
additionally prepared with an aqueous buffered solution of CdSe, ZnS coated quantum 
dots (Invitrogen, Qdot655) with 655nm emission (Figure 3.1b). The spectra in Figure 
3.5 show the absorbance (also called optical density) of each nanoparticle solutions 
measured with a vis-IR spectrometer. TEM images of the related GNR and GNS 
solutions are also given in the inset. Figure 3.5 clearly shows a large difference in 
optical densities for both nanoparticle solutions. because the GNR has a significantly 
higher particle contreaction than the GNS solution; resulting in 2 orders of magnitude 
larger absorption cross-section at the LSP wavelength. It should be noted, that optical 
density is defined as the logarithmic ratio of transmittance. Suggesting, that because 
the measured quantities are for the same sample thickness, the undiluted GNR solution 
is effectively 1
100
 times more absorbent to light at LSP wavelength than the compared 
GNS solution in this case. 
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Figure 3.5 Nanoparticle Absorbance - Optical density spectrum for the undiluted 
GNS and GNR solutions with corresponding TEM images. TEM scale-bar: 
(GNS)100nm, (GNR)30nm. 
 
 Quantum dots were chosen over conventional fluorophores (i.e. Rhodamine B) 
for the purpose of optical thermometry for two main reasons. Quantum dot 
fluorescence emission intensity is known to be linearly proportional to temperature 
[48,49,50], whereas most conventional fluorophores demonstrate an exponential or 
other complicated non-linear behavior [50,51]. This predictable behavior found in 
quantum dots is favorable as it greatly simplifies fluorescence-temperature 
correlations for optical thermometry. The second reason considered is that quantum 
dots are significantly more resistant to photobleaching than conventional fluorophores 
[48,50]; especially with regards to high power laser irradiation where this 
phenomenon can occur extremely quickly. This is an important consideration for over 
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longer periods of laser cycling where the fluorescence emission of conventional 
fluorophores may eventually result in total photobleaching. Moreover, It can be noted 
that quantum dots possess a much higher quantum yield for fluorescence than that of 
conventional fluorophores, which is particularly beneficial in situations of small 
droplet volumes where emission signals may, otherwise, be too faint.   
  In order to prepare well-dispersed nanoparticle suspensions, they were first 
sonicated (Elma, Elmasonic P) for 30minutes at 37kHz and 120W power. Solutions 
were then placed in a beaker and mixed in several concentrations with a magnetic 
stirrer; borosilicate was also added as buffer to make a pH of 9 after the nanoparticle 
solutions were mixed with quantum dot solutions. All PNF+QD solutions were 
sonicated for 30 minutes at 37kHz and 120W power prior to experiments. Figure 3.6 
depicts a diagram of the experimental setup utilized for the initial temperature-
fluorescence calibration.  
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Figure 3.6 Temperature-Fluorescence Setup - Diagram of the temperature-
fluorescence experimental setup. 
 
 A pipette (Fischer Scientific) was used to create individual hemispherical 
droplets of mineral oil USP on a PTFE-coated, standard microscope slide. The pipette 
was then inserted into the mineral oil USP droplet and used to suspend  a ~10-100nL 
droplet of the PNF+QD solution.  Next, the microscope slide was staged in an Indium 
Tin Oxide (ITO) glass heating plate with temperature controller (Bioscience Tools), 
which was affixed to the inverted microscope stage. The heater temperature was 
incrementally controlled from room temperature to 100°C with sufficient time to reach 
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steady state. The fluorescence images of the suspended PNF+QD droplet were 
recorded via CMOS at each temperature increment. After a full temperature range of 
images were obtained, each image was then post-processed by measuring the average 
pixel brightness and normalizing relative to the initial temperature measurement at 
room temperature. This procedure was repeated 20 times for every PNF+QD solution 
to obtain the average values and uncertainty. This data was plotted and used to find 
and describe the linear relation of the fluorescence emission intensity to droplet 
temperature. 
3.2.3 Droplet Laser Heating 
 The same PNF+QD solution preparation procedure was utilized in the laser 
heating experiment.  A PDMS microchannel assay chip was first constructed with a T-
junction microchannel of 150µm depth and 400µm width. The PDMS surfaces were 
oxidized by air plasma in a plasma asher to fascilitate the hydrophillic interaction of 
the microchannel and fluid. The microchannels were first flushed through with 
isopropyl alcohol, dried, and then filled with mineral oil USP using a syringe pump. 
Next, an automated syringe pump (Guilfoyle Inc.) was utilized to control the flow 
rates of the mineral oil USP and PNF+QD solution through the T-junction; and a flow 
rate of ~0.1µL/min and ~0.06µL/min were chosen, respectively. By controlling the 
flow of these two immiscible fluids, PNF+QD droplets can be generated with a 
vulume of ~10-100nL per ~1sec [52]. These PNF+QD droplets were pushed through 
into the microchannel as shown in Figure 3.7 and the flow was halted. 
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Figure 3.7 Droplet Laser Heating - (a) Microhchannel droplet laser heating 
schematic. (b)Microscope image of PNF+QD solution droplet in the microchannel. 
 
 The laser and Mercury vapor arc lamp light paths were aligned with the 
microdroplet and then slightly defocused to allow for better uniformity of incident 
light at the droplet surface. Next, the laser output power was manually modulated 
while the CMOS camera captured either images or video of the fluorescence emission 
at specific intervals of time. In the case of video, the CMOS camera was operated at 
the maximum frame rate of 107 frames per second over the duration of 
experimentation.  
 After a full range of laser output power images were obtained, each image was 
post-processed with imaging software (ImageJ) by measuring the average pixel 
brightness within the boundaries of the droplet. Next, these values were normalized 
relative to the room temperature fluorescence emission. The normalized data was 
compared with the data of the previously calibrated temperature-dependant 
fluorescence emission intensity versus temperature for each corresponding PNF+QD 
mixture, as well as with the laser manufacturer's measured data for power output 
(mW) versus the controllable input current (mA). By linking all three of these 
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different relations, the temperature of the PNF droplet could then be correlated with 
the excitation laser output power density, simply calculated by,         
   
    .                                         
Here,     
   
 is the effective laser power output after transmission loses and   is the area 
spot of the incident laser beam. It should be noted, that this is equation assumes a 
uniform distribution of intensity in the case of an de-focused incident beam as utilized 
in this work. 
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CHAPTER 4 
FINDINGS 
4.1 Simulation  
 The results of the FEA simulation of the PNF droplet heating in the 
microchannel are shown in Figure 4.1. After the initial simulations to verify the 
viability of experimental pursuit, the simulations were rerun for theoretical matching. 
 
Figure 4.1 Simulation Result Matching - Simulated temperature steady-state 
distribution under 500      for (a) 0.5ppm GNS concentration (b) 22.0ppm GNR 
concentration. Top to bottom: 3D isothermal plot, x-axis temperature profile, y-axis 
temperature profile, and z-axis temperature along microchannel center. 
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 Figure 4.1 shows the simulation results for the corresponding experimental 
case conditions (discussed in section 4.2). It can be clearly seen that at 500      
laser power density, the GNS case is only capable of raising the average temperature 
of droplet by ~1°C and GNR case by ~70°C. Both of these simulated average droplet 
temperatures fall within 90% of the measured average droplet temperature at that 
power density via Figure 4.4. Furthermore, the temperature distributions throughout 
the droplet are non-uniform. While some phase changing behavior was observed 
experimentally in this specific GNR case, there was absolutely no droplet bulk phase 
transition observed as would be implied by these simulation results.  It is believed that 
the matching error and this non-uniformity could be accounted for with by consdering 
fluid convection within the physics of the COMSOL model.  
 The penetration depth of the excitation light serves a crucial role in the spatial 
distribution of the volumetric heat generation and consequent temperature responses 
of the plasmonic nanofluids. A clear characterization is necessary in understanding 
and verifying the heating behavior observed in this study. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the 
penetration depth, defined here as the depth within the PNF effective medium where 
the incident light reaches [     ] of total extinction or     of incident intensity, as a 
function of the nanoparticle concentration. The combined right axis of this figure 
demonstrates the general regime of the temperature distributions throughout a 
microdroplet. The depth of the right-hand axis microchannel depictions was reduced 
from 150μm to 50μm to more clearly show the variation. 
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Figure 4.2 Penetration Depth - Calculated penetration depth of 785nm laser spectrum 
for varying GNR and GNS concentrations.  The right-hand axis depicts three 
generalized regimes of varying temperature distribution in a droplet of 50μm depth as 
a result of the corresponding light penetration depth for that case. 
 
 Although a uniform temperature distribution  is desirable in our system during 
laser heating, it can be seen that there is the clear trend towards a significant 
concentration of heat generation and temperature increase within only the upper 
portion of the microdroplet.  This tendency is of more immediate interest with regards 
to the GNR case, as the highest concentrations used during experimentation fall within 
this intermediate regime. With such a large temperature gradient present in the higher 
concentrations, the effects of local fluid natural convection would occur to be non-
neglibile under these conditions. Although convection within the droplet was not 
simulated in the FEA model, it is likely that its effects may significantly aid to 
improve the temperature distribution for these mixture concentrations.  
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 From Figure 4.2, the light penetration depth for the GNS concentration used in 
experimentation (~1ppm) is estimated to be 3cm; this is approximately 10 times larger 
than the equivalent GNR concentration, and nearly 200 times larger than the 
microdroplet depth. This is to say that most of the incident photon energy is not 
absorbed by the GNS mixture microdroplet at this concentration; supplemented by the 
very small temperature increase as shown resulting in the laser heating in Figure 4.2. 
Conversely, it is clear that the penetration depth for the maximum GNR concentration 
used in the experiment (~20ppm) is estimated at ~150µm; nearly matching the total 
microchannel depth. This means that the predominant portion of available incident 
light is effectively absorbed by the GNR mixture microdroplet at this concentration.    
4.2 Experiment 
 In order to ascertain accurate microdroplet temperature measurement, the 
temperature dependence of the fluorescence intensity change was calibrated. Figure 
4.3 demonstrates fluorescent behavior observed for each PNF+QD mixture, GNS and 
GNR, while in a microdroplet suspended in an oil phase and heated through with the 
ITO heating plate. 
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Figure 4.3 Temperature-Fluorescence Relation - Relative fluorescence intensity 
change of each PNF+QD solution droplet as a function of temperature. Right-hand 
axis depicts actual microscope images of the corresponding left-hand axis values. 
 
 For all PNF solutions, the fluorescence intensity linearly decreases as 
temperature increases; this being consistent with the trend of the QD solution without 
nanoparticles. The pure QD655 solution has a temperature-fluorescence relation of 
          . The temperature-fluorescence relation of the GNS and GNR cases are 
           and           , respectively. It is evident from Figure 4.3 that the 
nanoparticle concentrations prepared  had very little or no effect on the overall trend 
through this range, as all cases for GNR-based solutions displayed near-identical 
behavior. However, the different nanoparticle structure suspension were observed to 
case an effect on the overall temperature-depdence, as both nanoparticle cases 
demonstrated an larger decrease than that of the pure QD solution. The reasons for 
these differences is not fully understood at this time, but it is most likely attributable to 
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near-field electromagnetic interactions (i.e. Förster resonance energy transfer [53,54]) 
between the gold nanoparticles and the QDs within the solutions. Nevertheless, these  
slope values are consistent and characteristic only of which type of nanoparticle 
structures are mixed; thus, further showing the behavior is independent of the 
concentration of that mixture within the presented cases.  
 With the fluorescence emission-temperature relationship known, real-time 
correlation between the laser power and fluorescence emission can be measured. The 
laser heating measurements were repeated for each nanoparticle structure and mixture 
concentration in a microdroplet and microchannel as seen in Figure 4.4. All 
fluorescence data collected for this experiment was obtained for microdroplets with 
volumes equal to approximately 30±20nL, or 160±60μm in diameter.  
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Figure 4.4 Plasmonic Laser Heating - Relative fluorescence intensity change for 
each PNF+QD solution droplet in microchannel as a function of laser power density. 
Right-hand axis correlates relative intensity to inferred temperature. 
 
 It was found that the highest available concentration (~0.53ppm) of the GNS-
based mixture was only able to reach ~26°C in droplet in the microchannel, or an 
approximate 5°C increase. Three GNR-based mixtures (0.59, 11.8,  and 17.8) were 
capable of reaching ~40, 52, and 75°C, while the highest concentration (22.6ppm) is 
capable of reaching a temperature of ~100°C within droplet. It should be noted that the 
22.6ppm GNR mixture is capable of heating the droplet further Although the lowest 
concentration GNR mixture is nearly the same as that of the GNS mixture, its heating 
capability is 225% more effective, able to achieve a ~10°C higher temperature 
increase. This was to be expected, as the utilized GNS solution had a maximum 
optical density of ~4AU and the GNR solution had ~100AU at 780nm wavelengths.. 
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This strongly suggests that GNR structures would serve optimally for smaller 
microdroplets that have far fewer nanoparticles due to its superior absorption 
efficiency. 
 In order to clearly verify that the effects of this droplet heating is 
predominantly attributable to plasmonic heating, Figure 4.5 depicts two dissimilar 
GNR structures with different LSP absorption peaks.  
 
Figure 4.5 Plasmonic Heating Verification - Relative fluorescence intensity change 
versus laser power density for two GNR structures of different LSP wavelengths. Both 
GNR cases prepared in equal concentration solution droplets with QDs and laser 
heated in microchannel.   
 
 Both GNR structures A and B were irradiated with the same laser spectrum 
and power density range, as well as the same approximate solution concentration and 
microdoplet size. As shown in the inset, GNR structure B exhibits an absorption peak 
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at ~1400nm; thus will have very little or no fluorescence intensity change when 
irradiated with the 785nm  laser. On the other hand, GNR structure A with a ~780m 
absorption peak, has a very clear fluorescence decrease under the same irradiation. It 
should be noted that all of the solutions used in this investigation were aqueous-based, 
however precaution was taken in the case of GNR structure B with regards to the 
strong absorption of light (OD 1) that H2O exhibits in ~1400nm IR-spectrum. This 
spectral overlap would catastrophically interfere with accurate measurement of the 
LSPR behavior, so GNR structure B was prepared in a deuterium oxide (D2O ) 
solution  as it does not strongly absorb light in the 1400nm range (OD    ), but still 
behaves chemically similar to H2O.  
 Accurately determining the transient effects of the PNF droplet heating serves 
an imperative role in weighing its effectiveness in time-sensitive applications. As 
mentioned, PCR offers as a direct example of the very wide range of applications 
which could decidedly benefit from plasmonic heating integrated microfluidics. In 
order to achieve a full plasmonic photothermal PCR, a fast, precise, and repeatable 
thermal cycling behavior is desired to achieve shorter processing times. Figure 4.6 
demonstrates the rapid and large temperature changes of the droplet during laser 
heating for a 22.6ppm GNR+QD microdroplet in a microchannel. The droplet was 
~50nL in volume and the microchannel was 150μm in depth. 
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Figure 4.6 Transient Heating Response - Relative temperature change of GNR+QD 
solution droplet in microchannel versus time. 1 full thermal response cycle was 
performed over a 20 second interval. Average thermal time constant of heating was 
calculated to be 270msec and thermal time constant of cooling was 230msec. 
 
 The laser was switched on (from 0 to 500 Wcm
-2
) and then abruptly switched 
off during fluorescence measurement. The thermal time constant for heating is 
approximately 270msec and time constant for cooling is approximately 230msec. This 
fast cooling is most likely attributed to higher conduction heat loses to the surrounding 
medium due to the large surface to volume ratio of the microdroplet. The rapid heating 
and cooling of this particular PNF solution was able to attain a ~45°C change in 
~250mec at maximum rate or very roughly,  25°C/sec averaged over the full process. 
This is significant improvement compared to many of the best conventional PCR 
heating systems commercially available with a maximum rate of ~10°C/sec. It should 
be noted that only the first step in PCR would require full thermal response on the 
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PNF droplet; the other intermittent steps require lower temperatures and thus could be 
reached much faster. Additionally, it should  be noted that the transient response times 
of this process could be potentially further improved by increasing the PNF 
concentration still higher. 
 Furthermore, Figure 4.7, demonstrates that this same heating and cooling 
process in the microdroplet is fully repeatable and consistent over many cycles for the 
GNR solution.  
 
Figure 4.7 Transient Thermal Cycling - Relative temperature change of GNS+QD 
droplet in microchannel versus time. 10 full thermal response cycles were repeated 
over a 60 second with negligible fluorescence signal degradation.  
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 As a common PCR procedure may consists of 20-40 main cycles, relative long 
term repeatability is an imperative quality of this system. Figure 4.7 is a temporal 
continuation of Figure 4.6, showing the same procedure continuing over a total of 10 
cycles. A common hot-start PCR requires 6 steps: initialization(~98°C), 
denaturation(~95°C), annealing(50-65°C), elongation(75-80°C), final extension(70-
74°C), and final hold(~20°C)[4]. While the figure above demonstrate cycling between 
full thermal responses, this exhibits a worst-case-scenario time range in a complete 
plasmonic PCR; the lower temperature ranges of the intermittent steps require shorter 
response times to reach and thus would greatly reduce full procedure times. 
 One point worthwhile to note is that that localized boiling and vapor 
generation was not readily observed during droplet laser heating in the microchannel 
experiment. This is believed to be as a result of the "confinement effect" [54]; a 
behavior observed by an aqueous liquid phase subsisting as a liquid phase at pressures 
and temperatures that would otherwise induce bulk cavitation and evaporation when 
confined between the gap of two microsclae non-permeable plates. However, localized 
boiling of the solution around GNR (but not GNS) agglomerations were readily 
observed in improperly homogenized dispersions during laser heating of droplets in 
the non-microchannel confined figuration outlined in section 3.2.2. These events often 
additionally resulted in intensely prominent effects of micro-thermopheresis when the 
excitation power reached a critical level. These effects would commonly cause fluid 
flows, voids within the PNF, and the eventual collapse of the well-formed water-oil 
phase boundary. To this end, great care was and must be taken to properly prepare the 
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PNF solutions and control the extremely sensitive heating effects caused by the 
excitation source. 
 Also noteworthy, are the effects of heating in larger droplets with volumes 
 500nL with nanoparticle concentrations  1ppm, which exhibited a very noticeable 
convection column centered about the laser focal point within the droplet. This 
behavior was more commonly observed in the GNS solution for insufficiently small 
microdroplets and very little fluorescence change was detectable, despite obvious 
effects of temperature change. This is believed to be because of only a slight 
temperature difference existing due to the much lower absorption efficiency of the 
GNS and a drowning out of the fluorescence signal from the mixing of the un-heated 
surrounding PNF medium. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION 
5.1  
 This work presented the creation of several multi-stepped computational 
models aimed to theoretically verify and characterize the laser-assisted heating 
behavior of GNS and GNR plasmonic nanofluid droplets in a microchannel. The 
absorption and scattering properties of the GNS structures for varying concentrations 
were determined by the Mie scattering equations, whereas the solutions to the BEM 
were utilized for the GNS structures. A Monte Carlo algorithm simulation was used to 
predict the spectral absorbance behavior for the GNS structures by the tracing photon-
nanoparticle interaction paths. The spectral absorbance was used to calculate the 
volumetric heat generation of the PNF for a given laser power and this was imposed 
on an 3-dimensional FEA model in COMSOL 3.5a used to solve for temperatures. 
Computed temperature solutions for low concentration mixtures were found to be 
generally agreeable with experimental results, however did demonstrate clear 
discrepancy - most likely attributable to a lack of consideration given to fluid 
convection in the FEA model. GNS concentrations  3000ppm and GNR 
concentrations  7 ppm were found to achieve maximum temperatures   100°C in a 
droplet volume of ~30nL.  Overall, these models were found sufficiently versatile and 
accurate enough towards suggesting the possibility of successful experimental 
plasmonic heating in a microchannel. 
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 Experimentally, this work observed the fluorescence-temperature relation of 
GNR and GNS structures mixed with QDs for achieving real-time, accurate 
fluorescence-mediated thermometry. The effects of nanoparticle structure and 
concentration on the total temperature increase were examined for laser heating of 
microdroplets in a microchannel. GNR PNFs for concentrations  22.6ppm were 
found to be sufficient in achieving a full range of steady-state, sub-boiling 
temperatures. Further, the transient behavior during laser heating for these GNR 
concentrations were examined; thermal time constants were found to be in the order of 
200msec with an average temperature rate  25°C/sec and maximum measured 
temperature rate  180°C/sec . This transient temperature behavior was observed to be 
repeatable over numerous continuous cycles for several minutes with little or no 
degradation.  
 The heating behavior of these GNR mixtures was verified to be truly as a result 
of plasmonic heating, by repeating the same laser heating experiment conditions with 
a GNR structure of different LSPR wavelength. For this control experiment, no 
temperature increases were observed. 
 The results obtained in this work viably demonstrate the superb potential of 
plasmonic heating integrated microfluidic systems. Countless existing LOC 
applications, such as the Polymerase Chain Reaction, could greatly benefit in 
enhanced throughput and efficiency from the fast and accurate optical heating methods 
presented in this work. 
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APPENDICES 
3.1.1.1 Mie Scattering Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% 
%   MIE SCATTERING OF BLENDED NANOPARTICLES 
%    
%   This code is developed to compute the Mie scattering of blended  
%   nanoparticles. 
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
  
clear all; 
clc; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Physical constants 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
h = 1.054571596e-34*(2*pi);            %Planck's constant [Js] 
c0 = 2.99792458e+8;             %speed of light in vacuum 
kb = 1.3806503e-23;             %Boltzmann's constant 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Nanoparticle  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
fv = 0.0001;          %volume fraction of blended nanoparticle 
mixture [%] 
  
f = fv/100; 
ri = 60;                            %core radius [nm] 
th = 11;                        %thickness [nm] 
 
Do = (ri+th)*2;                     %Outer diameter  
ro = Do/2;                          %Outer radius 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% operation parameters of laser 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
lambda_0 = 785;                     %Laser wavelength [nm] 
FWHM = 10;                          %FWHM of laser [nm] 
std = FWHM/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)));      %Standard deviation [nm] 
 D_spot = 0.62e-3;                      %Laser spot diameter [m] 
  
%minlam = 775;         %Minimum wavelength [nm] 
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%maxlam = 785;         %Maximum wavelength [nm] 
%dlam = 1;                      %interval [nm] 
  
minlam = lambda_0 - 5*std;         %Minimum wavelength [nm] 
maxlam = lambda_0 + 5*std;         %Maximum wavelength [nm] 
dlam = std/5;                      %interval [nm] 
 
lambda = [minlam:dlam:maxlam]'; 
kv = 2*pi./lambda;      %wavevector [rad/nm] 
  
 
% Monte-Carlo simulation parameters (Ignore if you want Mie 
scattering only) 
Nph= 20000000;           %number of photon bundles 
H = 150;                 %thickness [um] 
dH = 1;               %length of each bin [um] 
ref = 0.47;             %Reflection coefficient from glass to air 
tau_g = 0.9;            %Transmittance of the glass cover 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Mie Scattering 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
for ind=1:length(lambda)         
%    lambda(ind) 
  
    ep1 = Palik_H2O(lambda(ind)*1e-3);              %medium: water 
     
    for np = 1:length(f)        
%         ep2 = Palik_Au(lambda(ind)*1e-3);              %Au coating 
        ep2(np) = ep_Au_size(lambda(ind)*1e-3, th(np));  %Au coating 
with size effect 
%         ep2 = Palik_Ag(lambda(ind)*1e-3);           %Silver coating 
        ep3(np) = Palik_SiO2(lambda(ind)*1e-3);         %SiO2 core 
%         ep3=ep1;                                      %Hollow core 
    end 
     
    n1 = real(sqrt(ep1));                  %Refractive index of 
medium 
    k1 = imag(sqrt(ep1));                 %Extinction coefficient of 
medium 
    alpha1 = 4.0*pi*k1/(lambda(ind)*1e-6)  %absorption coefficient of 
medium           [1/mm] 
     
    k0 = kv(ind)*n1; 
    
    [Qa,Qs,gg] = fn_MieScattering(kv(ind),k0,n1,ri,ro,ep2,ep3); 
   
    alpha(ind) = 3*sum(Qa.*f./(2*Do*1e-6))+alpha1;       %Absorption 
coefficient [1/mm] 
    sigma(ind) = 3*sum(Qs.*f./(2*Do*1e-6));              %Scattering 
coefficient [1/mm] 
    kappa(ind) = alpha(ind)+sigma(ind);                  %Extinction 
coefficient [1/mm] 
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    g(ind) = sum(gg.*f/(fv/100));                        %Asymmetric 
parameter g=<cos> 
                                                         %g=0 
(isotropic), 
                                                         %g=0.2, 
g=0.5 (forward scattering) 
end 
  
file_0 = fopen('parameters.txt','w'); 
file_1 = fopen('wavelength.txt','w'); 
file_2 = fopen('alpha.txt','w'); 
file_3 = fopen('sigma.txt','w'); 
file_4 = fopen('AsymmParam.txt','w'); 
  
  
  
% fprintf(file_0,'%12.5e\n', 
[Nph;H;dH;minlam;maxlam;dlam;1ref;tau_g;lambda_0;std]);%;D_spot]); 
fprintf(file_1,'%12.1f\n', lambda); 
fprintf(file_2,'%12.8f\n', alpha); 
fprintf(file_3,'%12.8f\n', sigma); 
fprintf(file_4,'%12.8f\n', g); 
  
fclose(file_0); 
fclose(file_1); 
fclose(file_2); 
fclose(file_3); 
fclose(file_4); 
  
 
function [Qa,Qs,g] = fn_MieScattering(kv,k0,n1,ri,ro,ep2,ep3) 
  
for np = 1:length(ro)   
    x12=kv*n1*ro(np); m12=sqrt(ep2)/n1; 
    x23=kv*sqrt(ep2)*ri(np); m23=sqrt(ep3)/sqrt(ep2); 
    nmax=round(2+x12+4*x12^(1/3))*3; 
  
    Csca=0;Cext=0; 
    for n=1:nmax 
        an12=MieAn(m12,x12,n); 
        an12b=MieAnb(m12,x12,n); 
        cn12=MieCn(m12,x12,n); 
        cn12b=MieCnb(m12,x12,n); 
        an23=MieAn(m23,x23,n); 
  
        an13=an12+(cn12.*an23.*cn12b)./(1-an23.*an12b); 
        A(n)=an13(1); 
        B(n)=an13(2);        
  
        Csca=Csca+(2*n+1)*(abs(an13(1))^2+abs(an13(2))^2); 
        Cext=Cext+(2*n+1)*real(sum(an13)); 
    end 
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    Qa(np)=(Cext-Csca)*2*pi/k0^2/(pi*ro(np)^2);      %Absorption 
efficiency 
    Qs(np)=Csca*2*pi/k0^2/(pi*ro(np)^2);             %Scattering 
efficiency 
  
    temp=0.0; 
    for n=1:nmax-1 
        
temp=temp+(n*(n+2)/(n+1)*real(A(n)*conj(A(n+1))+B(n)*conj(B(n+1)))... 
            +(2*n+1)/n/(n+1)*real(A(n)*conj(B(n)))); 
    end 
    g(np)=4/x12^2*temp/Qs(np); 
end 
 
 
function y=MieAn(m,x,n) 
    [psi,psid]=Bpsi(x,n); 
    [xi,xid]=Bxi(x,n); 
    [mpsi,mpsid]=Bpsi(m*x,n); 
    [mxi,mxid]=Bxi(m*x,n); 
     
    y(1)=(m*mpsi*psid-psi*mpsid)/(m*mpsi*xid-xi*mpsid); 
    y(2)=(mpsi*psid-m*psi*mpsid)/(mpsi*xid-m*xi*mpsid); 
 
function y=MieAnb(m,x,n) 
    [psi,psid]=Bpsi(x,n); 
    [xi,xid]=Bxi(x,n); 
    [mpsi,mpsid]=Bpsi(m*x,n); 
    [mxi,mxid]=Bxi(m*x,n); 
     
    y(1)=(m*mxi*xid-xi*mxid)/(m*mpsi*xid-xi*mpsid); 
    y(2)=(mxi*xid-m*xi*mxid)/(mpsi*xid-m*xi*mpsid); 
 
function y=MieCn(m,x,n) 
    [psi,psid]=Bpsi(x,n); 
    [xi,xid]=Bxi(x,n); 
    [mpsi,mpsid]=Bpsi(m*x,n); 
    [mxi,mxid]=Bxi(m*x,n); 
     
    y(1)=(m*psi*xid-m*xi*psid)/(m*mpsi*xid-xi*mpsid); 
    y(2)=(m*psi*xid-m*xi*psid)/(mpsi*xid-m*xi*mpsid); 
 
function y=MieCnb(m,x,n) 
    [psi,psid]=Bpsi(x,n); 
    [xi,xid]=Bxi(x,n); 
    [mpsi,mpsid]=Bpsi(m*x,n); 
    [mxi,mxid]=Bxi(m*x,n); 
     
    y(1)=(mxid*mpsi-mpsid*mxi)/(m*mpsi*xid-xi*mpsid); 
    y(2)=(mxid*mpsi-mpsid*mxi)/(mpsi*xid-m*xi*mpsid); 
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3.1.2 Monte Carlo Simulation 
MonteCarloSimulation.cpp 
//*******************************************************************
* 
// Test function for M-C simulation 
 
#include <iostream> 
#include <cmath> 
#include <fstream> 
#include <ctime> 
#include <cstdlib> 
#include <cstdio> 
#include <omp.h> 
#include "Vector.h" 
 
using namespace std; 
 
//parameters in random number 
generation============================== 
#define IA 16807 
#define IM 2147483647 
#define AM (1.0/IM) 
#define IQ 127773 
#define IR 2836 
#define NTAB 32 
#define NDIV (1+(IM-1)/NTAB) 
#define EPS 1.2e-7 
#define RNMX (1.0-EPS) 
//===================================================================
= 
#define pi 3.14159265358979323846 
#define R fn_rand(&idum) 
 
//declaration of functions 
=========================================== 
double fn_rand(long *idum); //random number generation 
double fn_HG(double g);   //HG phase function-probability 
density function 
Vector fn_scatter_a(Vector a, Vector b, Vector s, double costheta, 
double sintheta, double phi);  
Vector fn_scatter_s(Vector a, Vector b, Vector s, double costheta, 
double sintheta, double phi);  
void fn_Monte(double lambda, double sigma, double alpha, double 
kappa, double g); 
void fn_optical(double lambda, double fv, double* sigma, double* 
alpha); 
double fn_alphaH2O(double lambda); 
double fn_dist(double kappa); 
//===================================================================
= 
 
//global variables 
long idum;      //seed for random number 
long Nph;  //number of photon bundles 
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double g;  //g=0 (isotropic), g=0.2, g=0.5 (forward 
scattering) 
double H;  //thickness [mm] 
double dH;   //lengh of each bin [mm] 
double ref;     //1-reflection coefficient from glass to air 
 
int main (void)  
{ 
 time_t start, end; 
 time(&start); 
 
 //set-up the random number seed=============== 
 srand((unsigned)time(NULL)); 
 int itemp; 
 itemp=rand(); 
 idum=-itemp;   
 //============================================ 
  
 double temp, minlam, maxlam, dlam, kappa; 
 int ind;  
     
    ifstream fin0("parameters.txt"); 
    ifstream fin1("wavelength.txt"); 
    ifstream fin2("alpha.txt"); 
    ifstream fin3("sigma.txt"); 
    ifstream fin4("AsymmParam.txt"); 
     
 //Parameters  
    fin0>>temp; Nph = int(temp); 
    fin0>>H; 
    fin0>>dH; 
 fin0>>minlam;  
 fin0>>maxlam;  
 fin0>>dlam; 
    fin0>>ref; 
                    
    int nlam = int((maxlam-minlam)/dlam); 
    double lambda[nlam], sigma[nlam], alpha[nlam], g[nlam]; 
    for (ind=0; ind<=nlam; ind++)  
    { 
        fin1>>*(lambda+ind); 
        fin2>>*(alpha+ind); 
        fin3>>*(sigma+ind);         
        fin4>>*(g+ind); 
    } 
     
   
    #pragma omp parallel for default(none) schedule(runtime)\ 
 shared (nlam, lambda, sigma, alpha,g) private (ind, kappa)  
 for (ind=0; ind<=nlam; ind++)  
 { 
  kappa=*(sigma+ind) + *(alpha+ind);  
 //extinction coefficient [1/mm]  
  fn_Monte(*(lambda+ind), *(sigma+ind), *(alpha+ind), 
kappa, *(g+ind)); 
 } 
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 time(&end); 
 cout<<endl<<"CPU running time = "<<difftime(end,start)<<" 
sec"<<endl; 
  
 return 0; 
} 
 
 
//definition of functions 
void fn_Monte(double lambda, double sigma, double alpha, double 
kappa, double g) { 
 char name[100]; sprintf(name, "Ea%d.txt", int(lambda)); 
 ofstream fout(name); fout.setf(ios::scientific, 
ios::floatfield); fout.precision(5); 
  
 long count;  
 double E, Ep, costh, sinth, phi, L, Pscat; 
 Vector r, rp, a, ap, b, bp, s, sp; 
  
 //initialization for Ea 
 int ind, iZ, nH=int(H/dH); 
 double Ea[nH+1]; 
 for (ind=0; ind<nH+1; ind++) Ea[ind]=0.0; 
  
 //loop for photon bundles 
 for (count=0; count<Nph; count++)  
 { 
  //initialization of position, direction & 
energy================================================ 
  L=fn_dist(kappa); r=Vector(0.0, 0.0, L); 
  s=Vector(0.0, 0.0, 1.0); a=Vector(1.0, 0.0, 0.0); 
b=Vector(0.0, 1.0, 0.0); 
   
  E=1.0*exp(-alpha*L); iZ=int(L/dH); 
  if (iZ==0 || iZ==1) 
   Ea[0]+=(1.0-E); 
  else 
   for (ind=0; ind<iZ; ind++) Ea[ind]+=double((1.0-
E)/iZ);     
 
 //=============================================================
= 
   
  //scattering starts here 
  while (1) { 
  //HG scattering phase function: updated direction after 
scattering====================== 
   costh=fn_HG(g); sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh*costh); 
phi=2.0*pi*R; 
   ap=fn_scatter_a(a, b, s, costh, sinth, phi); 
   sp=fn_scatter_s(a, b, s, costh, sinth, phi); 
   bp=Cross(sp, ap); bp=bp*(1.0/Abs(bp)); 
  
//===================================================================
= 
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   L=1.0/kappa*log(1.0/R);  //traveling distance 
between subsequent scattering [mm]  
   Pscat = 1-exp(-L*sigma); 
   if (Pscat>R) rp=r+sp*L;   //updated 
position 
   else rp=r+s*L; 
    
    
   //when photon bundle left the top surface 
   if (Zval(rp)<=0.0) { 
    if (R<ref) break;  //move to next photon 
bundles 
    else {   //reflect back to the 
medium with 47% chance & redirect the photon bundle 
     L=1.0/kappa*log(1.0/R); Pscat = 1-exp(-
L*sigma); rp=Vector(0.0, 0.0, L);  
     s=Vector(0.0, 0.0, 1.0); a=Vector(1.0, 
0.0, 0.0); b=Vector(0.0, 1.0, 0.0); 
     if (Pscat>R) { 
      costh=fabs(fn_HG(g)); 
sinth=sqrt(1.0-costh*costh); phi=2.0*pi*R; 
      ap=fn_scatter_a(a, b, s, costh, 
sinth, phi); 
      sp=fn_scatter_s(a, b, s, costh, 
sinth, phi); 
      bp=Cross(sp, ap); 
bp=bp*(1.0/Abs(bp)); 
     } 
     else { 
      ap = a; sp=s; bp=b; 
     } 
      
    } 
   }  
    
   //when photon bundle left the bottom surface - move 
to next photon bundles  
   if (Zval(rp)>=H) break; 
     
   Ep=E*exp(-alpha*L);   //updated 
energy 
    
   //calculating absorption occured in the medium 
   iZ=int(Zval(rp)/dH)-int(Zval(r)/dH); 
   if (iZ==0 || abs(iZ)==1) 
    Ea[int(Zval(r)/dH)]+=(E-Ep); 
   else if (iZ>1) 
    for (ind=0; ind<iZ; ind++) 
     Ea[ind+int(Zval(r)/dH)]+=double((E-
Ep)/iZ);    //absoprtion in the correspinding bin 
   else  
    for (ind=0; ind<abs(iZ); ind++) 
     Ea[ind+int(Zval(rp)/dH)]+=double((E-
Ep)/abs(iZ));   //absoprtion in the correspinding bin 
    
   if (Ep<0.001) break;    //when 99.9% of 
energy is absorbed - move to next photon bundles 
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   r=rp; a=ap; b=bp; s=sp; E=Ep;  //update for 
the next calculation 
  } 
 } 
  
 for (ind=0; ind<nH; ind++)  
  fout<<double(ind+1)*dH<<'\t'<<double(Ea[ind]/Nph)<<endl; 
  
 double absorption=0.0;  
 for (ind=0; ind<nH; ind++) absorption+=double(Ea[ind]/Nph); 
 cout<<"absoprtion ["<<lambda<<" nm] = 
"<<'\t'<<absorption<<endl; 
  
 fout.close(); 
} 
 
double fn_HG(double g) { 
 double a, rand, temp, temp2, y; 
 a=1.0+g*g; 
 temp=(1.0-g*g)/(1.0-g+2.0*g*R); 
 temp2=0.5/g*(a-temp*temp); 
  
 if (fabs(temp2)>1.0) y=fn_HG(g); 
 else y=temp2;  
  
 return y; 
} 
 
double fn_dist(double kappa) { 
 double L, y; 
  
 L=1.0/kappa*log(1.0/R); 
 if (L>=H) y=fn_dist(kappa); 
 else y=L; 
  
 return y; 
} 
 
double fn_rand(long *idum) { 
 int j; 
 long k; 
 static long iy=0; 
 static long iv[NTAB]; 
 double temp; 
 
 if (*idum<=0 || !iy){ 
  if (-(*idum)<1) *idum=1; 
  else *idum=-(*idum); 
  for (j=NTAB+7;j>=0;j--){ 
   k=(*idum)/IQ; 
   *idum=IA*(*idum-k*IQ)-IR*k; 
   if (*idum<0) *idum+=IM; 
   if (j<NTAB)  iv[j]=*idum; 
  } 
  iy=iv[0]; 
 } 
 k=(*idum)/IQ; 
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 *idum=IA*(*idum-k*IQ)-IR*k; 
 if (*idum<0) *idum+=IM; 
 j=iy/NDIV; 
 iy=iv[j]; 
 iv[j]=*idum; 
 if ((temp=AM*iy)>RNMX) return RNMX; 
 else return temp; 
} 
 
Vector fn_scatter_a(Vector a, Vector b, Vector s, double costheta, 
double sintheta, double phi) { 
 double x, y, z; 
 x=cos(phi)*costheta; 
 y=sin(phi)*costheta; 
 z=-sintheta; 
 
 Vector a1; 
 a1=x*a+y*b+z*s; 
 
 return a1*(1.0/Abs(a1)); 
} 
 
Vector fn_scatter_s(Vector a, Vector b, Vector s, double costheta, 
double sintheta, double phi) { 
 double x, y, z; 
 x=cos(phi)*sintheta; 
 y=sin(phi)*sintheta; 
 z=costheta; 
  
 Vector s1; 
 s1=x*a+y*b+z*s; 
 
 return s1*(1.0/Abs(s1)); 
} 
 
3.1.3.2 GNR Absorption Coefficient Conversion & Penetration Depth Code 
%%%%%%%absorption cross-section%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
file_0 = fopen('sigmalateral.txt','r'); %lateral absorption cross-
section (nm^2) 
 
C_L = fscanf(file_0, '%g'); 
  
for ind=1:length(C_L) 
    name = sprintf('sigmalateral_a%d.txt', int64(lambda(ind))); 
    sigmalateral_a = load(name); 
    sigmalateral(:,ind)=C_L(ind); 
end 
  
file_0 = fopen('sigmaaxial.txt','r'); %axial absoportion cross-
section (nm^2) 
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C_A = fscanf(file_0, '%g'); 
  
for ind=1:length(C_A) 
    name = sprintf('sigmaaxial_a%d.txt', int64(lambda(ind))); 
    sigmaaxil_a = load(name); 
    sigmaaxial(:,ind)=C_A(ind); 
end  
%conversion to (m^2) 
sigmalateral=sigmalateral*1e-18; 
sigmaaxial=sigmaaxial*1e-18; 
  
%theta values 
theta0=0; 
theta=[0:pi/128:pi/2]; 
  
%%%%%%%%absorption cross-section average%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
for ind=1:length(C_L) 
sigma_avg_1(ind)=((sigmaaxial(ind))*cos(theta)+(sigmalateral(ind))*si
n(theta)); 
sigma_avg(:,ind)=(sigma_avg_1(length(theta))-
sigma_avg_1(1))/(theta(length(theta)));       %average absorption 
cross-section for random orientation (m^2 
end 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%concentration%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
c=7.96e13; %NPs/mL or NPs/cm^3 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%path length%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
l=0.015; %cm 
  
%%%%%%%absorption coefficient%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
          
alpha_avg()=(sigma_avg).*c; 
  
%%%%%%%penetration depth%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
x=0:1e-6:.003; 
I=exp(-(alpha.*x)); 
%plot(x,I) 
  
%%%%%%%Heat Generation Parameters%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
file_0 = fopen('parameters.txt','w'); 
Nph= 20000000;           %number of photon bundles 
H = 150;                 %thickness [um] 
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dH = 1;               %lengh of each bin [um] 
ref = 0.47;             %Reflection coefficient from glass to air 
tau_g = 0.9;            %Transmittance of the glass cover 
lambda_0 = 785;                     %Laser wavelength [nm] 
FWHM = 10;                          %FWHM of laser [nm] 
std = FWHM/(2*sqrt(2*log(2)));      %Standard deviation [nm] 
D_spot = 0.62e-3;                   %Laser spot diameter [m] 
minlam = lambda_0 - 5*std;         %Minimum wavelength [nm] 
maxlam = lambda_0 + 5*std;         %Maximum wavelength [nm] 
dlam = std/5;                      %interval [nm] 
fprintf(file_0,'%12.5e\n', [Nph;H;dH;minlam;maxlam;dlam;1-
ref;tau_g;lambda_0;std]); 
 
 
3.1.3.2 Nanoparticle Heating Code 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% 
%   TOTAL HEAT ABSORPTION DUE TO LASER IRRADIATION 
%    
%   This code is developed to compute the total laser absorption due 
to  
%   blended plasmonic nanoparticles.  
% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
  
clear all; 
clc; 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Physical constants 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
h = 1.054571596e-34*(2*pi);            %Planck's constant [Js] 
c0 = 2.99792458e+8;             %speed of light in vacuum 
kb = 1.3806503e-23;             %Boltzmann's constant 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Input Parameters 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
file_0 = fopen('parameters.txt','r'); 
A = fscanf(file_0, '%g'); 
  
H = A(2)*1e-6;   dH = A(3)*1e-6;                        %channel 
depth [m] 
minlam = A(4);  maxlam = A(5);  dlam = A(6);            %wavelength 
[nm] 
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tau_g = A(8);                                           %Glass 
transmittance 
lambda_0 = A(9)*1e-9; std = A(10)*1e-9;                 %Laser 
wavelength and  
fclose(file_0); 
  
lambda = [minlam:dlam:maxlam];                       %wavelength [m] 
 
Einc = tau_g*exp(-(lambda*1e-9-
lambda_0).^2/(2*std^2))/(std*sqrt(2*pi)); 
                                                %Incident laser power 
                                                %density [W/(m^2 * 
m)] 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Data Input 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
A = zeros(int32(H/dH),length(lambda)); 
for ind=1:length(lambda) 
    name = sprintf('Ea%d.txt', int64(lambda(ind))); 
    Alam = load(name); 
    Eaa(:,ind) = Alam(:,2)*Einc(ind);     
end 
HH = [0; Alam(:,1)*1e-3];    %Channel depth [m] 
Ea(1,:) = zeros(1,length(lambda)); 
Ea(2:length(HH), :) = Eaa; 
  
Ep(1,:) = Einc; 
Ep(2,:) = Einc - Ea(1,:); 
for ind=3:length(HH) 
    Ep(ind,:) = Einc-sum(Ea(1:ind,:)); 
end     
Einc = Einc'; Ep = Ep'; 
  
for ind=1:length(HH)   %Qtot: Volumetric Heat Absorption rate [W/m^3] 
    Qtot(ind,1) = (dlam*1e-9)*(Ea(ind,1)+4*sum(Ea(ind,2:2:end-1))+...    
                2*sum(Ea(ind,3:2:end-2))+Ea(ind,end))/(3*dH); 
end 
  
for ind=1:length(lambda) 
    Absorptance(ind) = sum(Ea(:,ind))/Einc(ind); 
end 
             
  
file_1 = fopen('HeatAbsorption.txt','w'); 
fprintf(file_1,'%5.3e\t %10.5e\n', [HH'; Qtot']); 
fclose(file_1); 
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3.1.4 COMSOL FEA Simulation Code 
% COMSOL Multiphysics Model M-file 
% Generated by COMSOL 3.5a (COMSOL 3.5.0.603, $Date: 2008/12/03 
17:02:19 $) 
% Some geometry objects are stored in a separate file. 
% The name of this file is given by the variable 'flbinaryfile'. 
  
flclear fem 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Modified in Matlab 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
clear all 
clc 
  
global HH Qabs; 
  
  
V_water = 50e-6*50-6*50e-6;       %Volume of water [m^3] 
P_laser = 950;                      %Power density of laswer [W/cm^2] 
P_laser = P_laser*1e4;              %To [W/m^2] 
  
H_bottom = 8e-4;                    %Height of the channel bottom [m] 
H_top = 8.5e-4;                     %Height of the channel top [m] 
  
name = sprintf('HeatAbsorption.txt'); 
Alam = load(name); 
HH = H_top - Alam(:,1); 
Qabs = Alam(:,2)*P_laser; 
Qabs(1) = (Qabs(3)-Qabs(2))/(HH(3)-HH(2))*(HH(1)-HH(2)) + Qabs(2); 
  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% COMSOL version 
clear vrsn 
vrsn.name = 'COMSOL 3.5'; 
vrsn.ext = 'a'; 
vrsn.major = 0; 
vrsn.build = 603; 
vrsn.rcs = '$Name:  $'; 
vrsn.date = '$Date: 2008/12/03 17:02:19 $'; 
fem.version = vrsn; 
  
flbinaryfile='PCRchannel_half_3D_v1.mphm'; 
  
% Geometry 
clear draw 
g15=flbinary('g15','draw',flbinaryfile); 
g22=flbinary('g22','draw',flbinaryfile); 
g8=flbinary('g8','draw',flbinaryfile); 
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draw.s.objs = {g15,g22,g8}; 
draw.s.name = {'Parrafin','Silica_Glass','Water'}; 
draw.s.tags = {'g15','g22','g8'}; 
fem.draw = draw; 
fem.geom = geomcsg(fem); 
fem.mesh = flbinary('m1','mesh',flbinaryfile); 
  
% Initialize mesh 
fem.mesh=meshinit(fem, ... 
                  'hauto',5); 
  
for n = 1:2 
% Refine mesh 
fem.mesh=meshrefine(fem, ... 
                    'mcase',0, ... 
                    'rmethod','longest', ... 
                    'subdomain',[1,2,3]); 
end 
  
  
for n = 1:4 
% Refine mesh 
fem.mesh=meshrefine(fem, ... 
                    'mcase',0, ... 
                    'rmethod','longest', ... 
                    'subdomain',[2,3]); 
end 
  
  
% (Default values are not included) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
  
% Global expressions 
fem.globalexpr = {'Q_wat','fn_COMSOL_Heat(z)'}; 
% fem.globalexpr = {'Q_wat','1E10'}; 
  
  
% Application mode 1 
clear appl 
appl.mode.class = 'GeneralHeat'; 
appl.module = 'HT'; 
appl.shape = {'shlag(1,''J'')','shlag(2,''T'')'}; 
appl.sshape = 2; 
appl.assignsuffix = '_htgh'; 
clear prop 
prop.analysis='static'; 
appl.prop = prop; 
clear bnd 
bnd.type = {'q0','T','cont'}; 
bnd.shape = 1; 
bnd.T0 = {293.15,293.15,293.15}; 
bnd.ind = [1,1,2,1,1,3,1,3,2,3,2,3,1,3,3,3,1,1]; 
appl.bnd = bnd; 
clear equ 
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equ.eta = {1,'mat2_eta(T[1/K])[Pa*s]',1}; 
equ.sdtype = 'gls'; 
equ.rho = {'mat1_rho','mat2_rho(T[1/K])[kg/m^3]',800}; 
equ.init = {{293.15;0}}; 
equ.shape = 2; 
equ.C = {'mat1_C','mat2_Cp(T[1/K])[J/(kg*K)]',2130}; 
equ.gamma = {1,'mat2_gamma',1}; 
equ.Q = {0,'Q_wat',0}; 
equ.k = {'mat1_k','mat2_k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]',0.15}; 
equ.ind = [1,2,3]; 
appl.equ = equ; 
fem.appl{1} = appl; 
fem.frame = {'ref'}; 
fem.border = 1; 
fem.outform = 'general'; 
clear units; 
units.basesystem = 'SI'; 
fem.units = units; 
  
  
% Library materials 
clear lib 
lib.mat{1}.name='Silica glass'; 
lib.mat{1}.varname='mat1'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.nu='0.17'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.E='73.1e9[Pa]'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.mur='1'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.sigma='1e-14[S/m]'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.epsilonr='2.09'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.alpha='0.55e-6[1/K]'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.C='703[J/(kg*K)]'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.n='1.45'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.rho='2203[kg/m^3]'; 
lib.mat{1}.variables.k='1.38[W/(m*K)]'; 
lib.mat{2}.name='Water, liquid'; 
lib.mat{2}.varname='mat2'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.nu0='nu0(T[1/K])[m^2/s]'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.eta='eta(T[1/K])[Pa*s]'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.gamma='1.0'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.sigma='5.5e-6[S/m]'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.C='Cp(T[1/K])[J/(kg*K)]'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.rho='rho(T[1/K])[kg/m^3]'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.k='k(T[1/K])[W/(m*K)]'; 
lib.mat{2}.variables.cs='cs(T[1/K])[m/s]'; 
clear fcns 
fcns{1}.type='interp'; 
fcns{1}.name='cs'; 
fcns{1}.method='piecewisecubic'; 
fcns{1}.extmethod='const'; 
fcns{1}.x={'273','278','283','293','303','313','323','333','343','353
', ... 
  '363','373'}; 
fcns{1}.data={'1403','1427','1447','1481','1507','1526','1541','1552'
, ... 
  '1555','1555','1550','1543'}; 
fcns{2}.type='piecewise'; 
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fcns{2}.name='rho(T)'; 
fcns{2}.extmethod='const'; 
fcns{2}.subtype='poly'; 
fcns{2}.expr={{'0','8.38466135E+02','1','1.40050603E+00','2', ... 
  '-3.01123760E-03','3','3.71822313E-07'}}; 
fcns{2}.intervals={'273.15','553.75'}; 
fcns{3}.type='piecewise'; 
fcns{3}.name='Cp(T)'; 
fcns{3}.extmethod='const'; 
fcns{3}.subtype='poly'; 
fcns{3}.expr={{'0','1.20101471E+04','1','-8.04072879E+01','2', ... 
  '3.09866854E-01','3','-5.38186884E-04','4','3.62536437E-07'}}; 
fcns{3}.intervals={'273.15','553.75'}; 
fcns{4}.type='piecewise'; 
fcns{4}.name='eta(T)'; 
fcns{4}.extmethod='const'; 
fcns{4}.subtype='poly'; 
fcns{4}.expr={{'0','1.3799566804E+00','1','-2.1224019151E-02','2', 
... 
  '1.3604562827E-04','3','-4.6454090319E-07','4','8.9042735735E-
10','5', ... 
  '-9.0790692686E-13','6','3.8457331488E-16'},{'0','4.01235783E-
03','1', ... 
  '-2.10746715E-05','2','3.85772275E-08','3','-2.39730284E-11'}}; 
fcns{4}.intervals={'273.15','413.15','553.75'}; 
fcns{5}.type='piecewise'; 
fcns{5}.name='nu0(T)'; 
fcns{5}.extmethod='const'; 
fcns{5}.subtype='poly'; 
fcns{5}.expr={{'0','1.3903230155E-03','1','-2.1392545737E-05','2', 
... 
  '1.3717187260E-07','3','-4.6851166702E-10','4','8.9823339887E-
13','5', ... 
  '-9.1602964729E-16','6','3.8807189536E-19'},{'0','1.36222834E-
06','1', ... 
  '-4.45388688E-09','2','4.04364450E-12'}}; 
fcns{5}.intervals={'273.15','413.15','553.75'}; 
fcns{6}.type='piecewise'; 
fcns{6}.name='k(T)'; 
fcns{6}.extmethod='const'; 
fcns{6}.subtype='poly'; 
fcns{6}.expr={{'0','-8.69083936E-01','1','8.94880345E-03','2', ... 
  '-1.58366345E-05','3','7.97543259E-09'}}; 
fcns{6}.intervals={'273.15','553.75'}; 
lib.mat{2}.functions = fcns; 
lib.matgroups{1}.name='Resistivity'; 
lib.matgroups{1}.variables={'alphares','T0','res0'}; 
lib.matgroups{1}.descr={'Temperature coefficient','Reference 
temperature','Resistivity at reference temperature'}; 
  
  
fem.lib = lib; 
  
% ODE Settings 
clear ode 
clear units; 
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units.basesystem = 'SI'; 
ode.units = units; 
fem.ode=ode; 
  
% Multiphysics 
fem=multiphysics(fem); 
  
% Generate GMG mesh cases 
fem=meshcaseadd(fem,'mgauto','anyshape'); 
  
% Extend mesh 
fem.xmesh=meshextend(fem); 
  
% Solve problem 
fem.sol=femstatic(fem, ... 
                  'solcomp',{'T'}, ... 
                  'outcomp',{'T'}, ... 
                  'blocksize','auto', ... 
                  'linsolver','gmres', ... 
                  'itrestart',100, ... 
                  'prefuntype','right', ... 
                  'prefun','gmg', ... 
                  
'prepar',{'presmooth','ssor','presmoothpar',{'iter',3,'relax',0.8},'p
ostsmooth','ssor','postsmoothpar',{'iter',3,'relax',0.8},'csolver','p
ardiso'}, ... 
                  'mcase',[0 1]); 
  
% Save current fem structure for restart purposes 
fem0=fem; 
  
% %Isothermal surface plot 
postplot(fem, ... 
         'isodata',{'T','cont','internal','unit','K'}, ... 
         'isolevels',20, ... 
         'isomap','Rainbow', ... 
         'isostriptol',0.01, ... 
         'grid','off', ... 
         'campos',[-0.004791318055497189,-
0.006333119262632379,0.005445265287714802], ... 
         'camtarget',[2.7572956702111545E-4,2.703857644281825E-
4,6.396695823146042E-4], ... 
         'camup',[0,0,1], ... 
         'camva',0.9103666004196175); 
      
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% Plot solutions 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%% 
% % Plot in cross-section or along x, y , and z-line 
figure(2) 
postcrossplot(fem,1,[0 3e-4;0 0;8.25e-4 8.25e-4], ... 
              'lindata','T',... 
              'title','Temperature [K]', ... 
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              'axislabel',{'Arc-length','Temperature [K]'}); 
line = findall(gcf, 'Type', 'Line'); 
X_axis = get(line(1), 'xdata')'*1e6; 
T_x = get(line(1), 'ydata')' - 273.15; 
X_axis(isnan(X_axis)) = []; 
T_x(isnan(T_x)) = []; 
  
postcrossplot(fem,1,[0 0;0 2.5e-4;8.25e-4 8.25e-4], ... 
              'lindata','T',... 
              'title','Temperature [K]', ... 
              'axislabel',{'Arc-length','Temperature [K]'}); 
  
line = findall(gcf, 'Type', 'Line'); 
Y_axis = get(line(1), 'xdata')'*1e6; 
T_y = get(line(1), 'ydata')' - 273.15; 
Y_axis(isnan(Y_axis)) = []; 
T_y(isnan(T_y)) = []; 
  
postcrossplot(fem,1,[0 0;0 0;7e-4 9.5e-4], ... 
              'lindata','T',... 
              'title','Temperature [K]', ... 
              'axislabel',{'Arc-length','Temperature [K]'}); 
  
line = findall(gcf, 'Type', 'Line'); 
Z_axis = get(line(1), 'xdata')'*1e6; 
T_z = get(line(1), 'ydata')' - 273.15; 
Z_axis(isnan(Z_axis)) = []; 
T_z(isnan(T_z)) = []; 
  
  
% % Average, maximum, and mimimum temperatures 
Tavg = postint(fem,'T', ... 
           'unit','m^3*K', ... 
           'recover','off', ... 
           'dl',2)/V_water - 273.15;    %Averaged Temperature (deg C) 
  
[Tmax,Nmax] = max(T_z); 
Zmax = Z_axis(Nmax); 
  
% Temperature at point 11 
T1=postint(fem,'T', ... 
           'unit','K', ... 
           'recover','off', ... 
           'dl',11, ... 
           'edim',0, ... 
           'solnum','end'); 
  
% Temperature at point 12 
T2=postint(fem,'T', ... 
           'unit','K', ... 
           'recover','off', ... 
           'dl',12, ... 
           'edim',0, ... 
           'solnum','end'); 
Tmin = min(T1,T2) - 273.15 
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